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can you print 2 copies in colour ready for signing
>>> Luyi 8/31/2011 2:54 pm >>>
Hello Mr.Daryl Magguire,
How are you?
Hope all is fine with you.
I am sorry,the samples are delayed,I just get samples today.
I will send it by TNT now.
Please note the twice TNT freight will be charge by your company latter.
Agentship Contract please see attached.
I will send one with this samples today.
With regars,
Luyi

At 2011-08-25 06:54:15,"Daryl Maguire" wrote:
Good Morning Luyi, I have the contract and will have my secretary amend it to reflect better English
translations and context I will sign and return to you soon . I will be constructing the contract in my
company name as this is appropriate . I am in general very happy with the terms. One thing! it said you
are a Mrs not Miss have you gotten married in the last few weeks ? You should always keep on the
lookout for useful products that may have a market in Australia, hope all is well and it has cooled down
a little in Shenyang. Regards Dary, ps I have a delegation from Liaoning visiting Australia in 2 weeks
>>> Luyi 8/24/2011 8:24 pm >>>
Hello Mr.Daryl Magguire．
I have disscussed with Supplier yesterday.
We will send samples 1 of Each pen from the quotation which I send with in 2 days.
The Rate of airfreight cost will infrom you tomorrow.,
Please see attached Contract which I made.
Pleae check first if there any question's or you need add any more term's.
Thanks & Regards,
Luyi
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At 2011-08-23 16:14:54,"Daryl Maguire" wrote:
Good thanks for responding. , please arrange. To send other samples as requested and demonstrated
in the original quotation . You can also send a contract with a final price delivered to sydney by post for
500 pens , regards Daryl
>>> Luyi 23/08/2011 5:26:24 PM >>>
Hello Mr. Daryl Maguire,
Thanks for your mial.
I am sorry,I just send you 2 pens which we think is good sale's in the Market at the moment,price also
good.
I asked factory last time,they said the MOQ is 5000PC per PEN.
I am not sure if you need so much for each style.
In general I take 5% Commison's from the buying Amount,but also Depending on the order
amount,some of cost have to take care by the buyer.(For example:travel Cost,post cost,etc. ),if you
think this is acceptable,I will send you a Formal contract tomorrow afternoon.
The mean time,I will also ask supplier if they able to supply so much samples at once.
Please let me know if you still need them all?
With regards,
Luyi
At 2011-08-23 14:50:31,"Daryl Maguire" wrote:
Gday Luyi the pens arrived today, there were only 2 in the package. I wanted 1 of each pen quoted in
the prices you originally sent me. I also need to know some further prices which will include
commission for you and the final price posted to NSW for purchase of a minimum of 200 and increase
orders by lots of 100 , the quicker we get this done the quicker we can begin to place orders,
hope you are well kind regards Daryl
>>> Luyi 8/15/2011 6:25 pm >>>
Thanks for your help.
Good Luck,Regards,
Luyi
At 2011-08-15 15:54:46,"Daryl Maguire" wrote:
Gday , Thanks for that ,I did email Richard he has been interstate I am sure he will get to it regards
Daryl
>>> Luyi 8/15/2011 1:38 pm >>>
Hello Mr. Daryl Maguire,
The pen has been send out today by TNT.
Herewith the Tracking Numbner.GG526 715 224 WW.
By the way,I still did not receive anyt information from Richard yet.
With Regards,
Luyi
At 2011-08-11 10:44:51,"Daryl Maguire" wrote:
Thanks I have asked Richard to make contact with you re the beef information , in the meantime can
you arrange to send the pen samples so we can decide and place some orders my address is
Mr Daryl Maguire MP
Member for Wagga Wagga
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Government Whip
Parliament House ,Macquarie St Sydney 2000
With my best wishes and Kind Regards Daryl.
>>> Luyi 8/11/2011 12:02 pm >>>
Hello Mr. Daryl Maguire,
Thanks very much your mail.
I am very glad that you all had Successfull trip in China and safely back to your own Country!
Congratulations on you for found all items what you need for,At the same time, I also very grateful to
you that you still remember about me,would be my pleasure to be your agent here in china for some of
the items.if the buyer come to china or you need any help just feel free to contact me,I will do all that I
can!
I have some request from some one who are in Meet business,Can you please send me some
infromation of your Beef and mutton,For example : Meat nutrient's,Preservation period,how good of the
meat etc...
The last,please send my regards to your group.
Thanks & Regards,
Luyi
,

At 2011-08-11 06:15:23,"Daryl Maguire" wrote:
Good Morning LUYI , just catching up after our visit to Shenyang. We have arrived home safe and well
after 14 days in China. I would say it was a very successful.
We managed to find some of the products we were looking for . We have been busy since we returned
and our group will meet this weekend to discuss how we progress our purchases and selling of our
products. I expect then we can engage you to do the work for us as our agent if you are happy with
that.
I will discuss with one client the purchase of tiles from faku. He wants to visit faku in the next few
months so we may need to get you to help with the purchase. Hope all is well with you ,talk soon and
tell you what is going to happen Regards Daryl
>>> Luyi 7/19/2011 4:56 pm >>>
Ok����will try to call you !
Regards,
Luyi
At 2011-07-19 14:38:02��"Daryl Maguire" wrote:
>If so please phone James. Mobile
international hotel or call hotel room

. He can meet you in lobby of Tian feng
anks Daryl
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